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our range of sheets to support your child in the learning process to convert between metric units. On this Web page, you will find a series of measurement worksheets to help your child learn to convert between different metric units of measurement. In addition to converting between different metric units, the sheets on this page will also help children multiply by 10, 100 or 1000 in a meaningful context. The
sheets were carefully classified with the simplest sheets in the first place. The sheets were designed for children working at the 3rd or 4th grade level. Using these metric conversion worksheets will help the child to: convert between millimeters, centimeters, meters and kilometers; convert between grams and kilograms; between millilitres and litres. 1 cm = 10 mm 1 centimeter = 10 millimeters 1 m = 100 cm
1 meter = 100 centimeters 1 km = 1000 m 1 kilometer = 1000 meters KEY FACTS - GREUTATE 1 1 kg = 1000 g 1 kilogram = 1000 grams KEY FACTS - VOLUM 1 L = 1000 mL 1 liter = 1000 millilitres We also have a selection of conversion sheets for ordinary units. On page we have a selection of worksheets for conversion between construction sites, legs and centimeters. There are also sheets for
converting betweenn between liters, pints and cups. Converting Regular Worksheets Temperature Conversion Worksheets Take a look at some more of our worksheets similar to them. Here is our selection of measuring worksheets for 3rd graders. These printable math sheets involve reading scales going up in halves, those, five, tens, fifty and hundreds to find length, weight or liquid capacity. Using these
sheets will help children strengthen their counting and placement value, as well as learn to read and estimate using a simple scale. Grade 3 Measurement Worksheets Here is our selection of measuring worksheets for 4th graders. These printable mathematical sheets involve reading scales in both standard and metric systems. Scales include finding length, weight or liquid capacity. Using these sheets will
help your child understand to: read scales in both standard and metric systems; read a ladder that climbs in a series of fractions: halves, quarters and optimals; read a scale going in tenths, five, tens, fifty, and hundreds. Using these sheets will help children strengthen their factions and place value learning. Grade 4 Measuring Worksheets This section contains our 3rd grade time worksheets to help children
tell time in multiples of 5 minutes. Using the sheets in this section will help your child to: say the time at the nearest 5 minutes; familiar is with both digital and analogue time; adding and subtracting time intervals; use past words and to describe time correctly. Time to say at 5 minutes Worksheets print or save these sheets Need help with printing or saving? Follow these 3 simple steps to get the perfect
printed worksheets! print or save these sheets Need help printing or saving? Follow these 3 simple steps to get the perfect printed worksheets! Mathematics salamanders hope you enjoy using these free printable math worksheets and all other math games and resources. We welcome any comments about our site or worksheets on the Facebook comments box at the bottom of each page. Page 2 Welcome
to our 2-digit multiplication worksheet page. We have plenty of worksheets on this page to help you practice your skills to multiply 2-digit numbers by 1 or 2 digits. We divided the worksheets on this page into two sections: 2 digits x 1 digits multiplication (3rd grade) 2 digits x 2 digits multiplication (4th grade) Each section ends with some more complicated challenge sheets for more able students. Within each
section, the sheets are carefully classified with the most sheets first. These sheets are intended for 3rd grade. Sheets 1-4 consist of 15 problems; sheets 5 and 6 consist of 20 problems. Sheets 1 and 2 involve multiplying 2-digit numbers by 2, 3, 4 or 5. Sheets 3-6 involve multiplying a 2-digit number with single-digit numbers and finding increasingly difficult products. These 2-digit multiplication worksheets
have been designed for more capable students who need this additional challenge! These are intended for the 4th grade. Sheet 1 involves a two-digit multiplication by 2-digit multiplication with smaller numbers and responses up to 1000. Sheets 2-4 have harder numbers of 2 digits to multiply and responses that are generally greater than 1000. These 2-digit multiplication worksheets have been designed for
more capable students who need this additional challenge! We have several 2-digit multiplication worksheets, including 2-digit x 3-digit multiplication issues on this page. More double-digit multiplication worksheets (harder) Take a look at some of our worksheets similar to these. Do you need to quickly and easily create your own long or short multiplication worksheets? Our multiplication worksheet generator
will allow you to create your own custom worksheets to print, complete with answers. Here you will find a series of multiplication worksheets to help you become more fluent and more accurate with the tables. Using these sheets will help your child to: learn their multiplication tables up to 10 x 10; understand and use different multiplication models; solve a number of multiplication problems. All free 3rd grade
Math worksheets in this section are informed by Elementary Math Benchmarks for 3rd grade. Here you will find a series of free printable multiplication games to help children learn their multiplication facts. Using these games will help your child learn their multiplication facts to 5x5 or 10x10, and also to develop their memory and strategic thinking skills. Multiply mathematical games to print or save these
sheets Need help with printing or saving? Follow these 3 simple steps to get the perfect printed worksheets! print or save these sheets Need help printing or saving? Follow these 3 simple steps to get the perfect printed worksheets! Mathematics salamanders hope you enjoy using these free printable math worksheets and all other math games and resources. We welcome any comments about our site or
worksheets on the Facebook comments box at the bottom of each page. You are here: Home → Worksheets → Grade 4, Measuring Create an unlimited supply of worksheets for converting units of measure to Grade 4 – both regular and metric units. Worksheets can be made in HTML or PDF format – both are easy to print. You can also customize them using the generator below. In the 4th grade,
students have the multiplication skills needed to convert between most of the common units of measurement. Some students may also practice more challenging conversions using decimal places with metric units, such as changing 1.3 km to 1,300 m. worksheets Each worksheet is randomly generated and therefore unique. The response key is automatically generated and placed on the second page of
the file. You can generate worksheets in either HTML or PDF format — both are easy to print. To get the PDF worksheet, simply press the button titled Create PDF or Create PDF Worksheet. To get the worksheet in HTML format, press the browser or Make the HTML worksheet. This has the advantage that you can save the worksheet directly from your browser (select File → Save) and then edit it in Word
or another word processing program. Sometimes the generated worksheet is not exactly what you want. Try again! To get a different worksheet using the same options: PDF format: Return to this page and press the button again. HTML format: Simply refresh the worksheet page in the browser window. The first four worksheets listed involve very easy conversions and serve as a review. Inches, feet, and
courtyards - easy (2 ft = ____ in or 21 ft = ___ yd) View in browser Create PDF CUPS, pints, and liters - easy (2 qt = ____ pt or 12 C = pt) View in browser Create PDF Cups, quarti, and gallons - easy (2 gal = ____ qt or 8 C = ___ qt) View in browser Create mixed PDF conversion practice (easy) View in browser Create PDF Conversion between centimeters and feet (3 ft 2 in = ____ inor 27 in ____ ft in)
View in browser Create PDF Convert between legs and courts (2 yd 1 ft = ____ ft29 ft = ___ yd ___ ft) View in browser Create PDF Convert between centimeters, feet, and yards (2 ft 8 in = ___ in or 31 ft = __ yd __ ft) See in the browser Create mixed PDF practice (inches, feet, meters of pounds, ounces, cups, quartz, gallons) View in the browser Create PDF Convert between whole pounds and ounces (4
lb _ ____ oz or 64 oz = lb ___) See in the browser PDF Convert and ounces (5 lb 2 oz = ____ ozor 60 oz = ___ lb ____ oz) View in browser Create PDF Conversion between cups, pints, and liters (3 pt 1 C = ____ C or 9 C = ___ qt ___ C) View in browser Create PDF Conversion between cups, liters, and gallons (13 qt = ___ gal ___ qtor 6 C = ___ qt ___ C) View in browser Create PDF metric units of
measurement The first worksheets listed involve very easy conversions and serve as a review. Meters, centimeters, and millimeters - light (3 m = ____ cmor 40 mm = ___ cm) See in the browser Create KILOMETRI PDF, meters, and centimeters (3 km = ____ m or 100 cm = ___ m) View in browser Create PDF Whole kilograms and grams - light (8 kg = ____ g or 9,000 g = ___ kg) See in browser Create
PDF Whole and milliliter liters - easy(6 L = ____ ml or 6,000 ml = ___ L) View in browser Create PDF Mixed practice - easy(mm , cm, m, km) View in browser Create PDF Mixed Practice – easy(mm, cm, m, km, kg, g, L, ml) View in browser Create PDF Conversion between centimeters and mi00 cm (3 cm 4 mm = ____ mmmor 72 mm = ___ cm ___ mm) View in browser Create PDF Conversion between
meters and centimeters (3 m 24 cm = ____ cmor 748 cm = m m ___) View in browser Create PDF counters , centimeters, and millimeters (3 m 4 cm = ____ cmor 72 mm = ___ cm ___ mm) View in browser Create PDF Conversion between kilograms and grams (4 kg 900 g = ____ gor 2,490 g = ___ kg ___ g) View browser Create PDF Conversion between liters and millilitres(6 L 250 ml = ____ mlor 2,439
ml = ___ L ___ ml) View in browser Create PDF Mixed practice of all metric units in this (mm, cm, m, km kg, g, L, ml) View in browser Create PDF conversions using decimal places These worksheets can be difficult for 4th graders. These involve conversions, would be 6.2 kg = 6,200 g or 24 mm = 2.4 cm. See also man Gallon Gallon man is a visual aid that helps students visually learn the relationships or
conversion factors between gallons, liters, pints, and cups. Worksheet Builder Units of Measure Use the generator to make custom worksheets for conversions between units of measure. You can choose to include inches, feet, meters, miles, ounces, cups, pints, liters, gallons, ounces, pounds, millimeters, centimeters, meters, kilometers, grams, kilograms, liters, and milliliters. You can also make
worksheets for the metric system: units with the prefixes milli, cents, so, aka, hecto and kilo. Units of Measure Difficulty Level worksheets: 1 (for example, 2 ft = ____ in or 5 L = ____ ml) 2 (e.g. 25 in = _____ ft _____ in) 3 (e.g. 218 in = _____ ft _____ in) 4 (always using decimal places, e.g. 5.77 ft = ______ in or 9.32 m = _____ cm) Difficulty levels work slightly differently depending on individual units
choice or conversions between all metric units. Please check what their effect is of making a worksheet, and then return to this page by using the back button on your browser. Decimal digits: Maximum number of decimal places used for the smaller unit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Maximum number of decimal places used for the larger unit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Round responses to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 digits Again, the decimal digits
work slightly differently depending on the level of difficulty and the type of conversions chosen. Some difficulty levels for certain types of conversions will not support decimal digits at all. Please check what their effect is of making a worksheet, and then return to this page by using the back button on your browser. Conversions between individual units - check any number of these: Conversions in the metric
system - check any of these: km, hm, dam, m, dm, cm, mm kg, hg, dag, g, dg, cg, mg kl, hl, dal, L, dl, cl, ml Page orientation:Portrait Landscape (PDF worksheet only) Font: Arial Courier New Helvetica sans-serif Times New Roman Verdana Font Size: 8pt 9pt 10pt 11pt 12pt 13pt 14pt 16pt 16pt 18pt 24pt Cell Padding : Border: Additional vertical space under problems: Additional Title lines &amp; instructions
(HTML allowed) Key workbooks for measurement include a variety of hands-on experiences related to regular units of measurement. Group projects are included in addition to many individual activities. In Book 1, students learn a linear measurement system is developed and then carries out activities related to length measurement. Book 2 focuses on length, perimeter, and measures In Book 3, the
concept of area is further developed, and students are introduced in volume. Book 4 covers a variety of topics. Students experiment with weighing objects and measuring ability and also learn about temperature and time. =&gt; Learn more
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